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Background
Belonging is one of the greatest and 
most primal drivers of humankind. We 
want to connect, share, relate, feel 
accepted, and feel safe. There’s such 
variety in the things we belong to, be it 
our family, a friendship, a place, a group, 
or even a feeling – and we can find this 
sense of belonging everywhere and 
anywhere we go on this planet.

But belonging is a big word, with a big 
meaning, and with, most importantly, a 
big impact. It’s about exploring and 
engaging with the things that make us 
similar, and celebrating and learning 
from what makes us different.

Airbnb realise this and champion it. 
Because more than being about just 
lodging or travel, Airbnb is a community 
– a community of hosts and travelers 
who embrace the idea of sharing, 
hospitality, and human connection, 
worldwide.

And with seven billion of us in this world, 
Airbnb want everyone to feel they can 
belong, anywhere.

The challenge
Explore how Airbnb can creatively 
empower their existing community to 
grow this idea of ‘belonging’ out to a 
new audience; translate this into a 
campaign. 

This is an open brief so you choose the 
platform. Consider multiple touch 
points: advertising in all its forms, social 
media, apps, PR, product, experience, 
and anything else that makes sense to 
you. Just make sure it’s something that 
works both digitally and in the real world, 
on and offline.

Who iT’s for
The audience is global. The modern 
traveler, whoever they are and wherever 
they’re from. 

WhaT To consider
•	  What does belonging mean to you? 

How do you experience it in your own 
life? How could you use this?

•	  Think about the diversity of the people 
involved in Airbnb. Everyone has 
different ways of doing the same (or 
similar) things. How can you use this? 
Or improve it?

•	  The campaign should be broad. Use all 
media available, as long as it’s 
relevant. Digital is a key touchpoint, 

but what about on the ground? How do 
people carry the campaign? Or share 
it? Or use it? How does the campaign 
create or celebrate community? Think 
physically and digitally.

•	  This is about empowering a 
community, but it’s also about trying 
to bring others into that community. 
So be provocative, be inventive, but be 
relevant.

•	  You’re communicating the idea of 
belonging. But can you spread the 
experience of belonging too? Can you 
deliver the message in a way that 
creates or fosters a sense of 
belonging?

•	  Airbnb is a human brand that 
celebrates people, so focus on 
individual storytelling rather than the 
corporate side. Human emotion makes 
stories travel and Airbnb want the 
concept to travel the world.

•	  The brand guidelines are included in 
the brief pack for your reference. Be 
respectful of the brand but don’t feel 
you need to follow these religiously. Eg 
if you can’t access Airbnb’s Circular 
typeface, you can just use a similar 
one in your response.

WhaT’s essenTial
 Document and show your research and 
how you developed your ideas. This 
could be through a ‘making of’ video, or 
something simpler.

WhaT To suBmiT
See ‘Preparing Your Entries’, included in 
your brief pack, for full format specs 
– work will only be accepted in the 
formats outlined.

Main deliverables (mandatory)
•	  Present your solution using either a 

video (max. 2 mins) or up to eight 
presentation slide images.

•	  To show your research and 
development, submit either a video 
(max. 1 min) or up to four images.

Supporting material (optional)
The judges will only look at this if your 
main deliverable has impressed. This 
could include executions or mock-ups of 
your solution.

You can submit the following as 
supporting material: interactive work 
(websites, widgets, apps, HTML, etc.); 
audio (radio executions); text (radio 
scripts or longform copy only); physical 
material (prototypes, mockups, etc).
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